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Nader, O'Connell battle over Calif. initiatives
by Kevin Mcconville
be better served through motorist insurA spirited and informative debate and
ance rates based.on an .individual's driving
panel discussion on California proposirecord rather than by where the person
tions JOO, 10 I , !03, I 04 and I 06 (the insurlives. Basing ra.tes by zip codes fails to take
into account good driving records or whether
ance, tort reform and contingency fee inithat person regularly commutes long distiatives) was presented Sunday September
18 at USO to a standing room-only crowd . tances which increases that person's chance
of being involved in an accident. Prop. 104
of 1,000 people. The program, sponsored
by the USO Law School and the San Diego
retains the zip code-based insurance rates.
Prop. I 03 would provide the "best base '
Law Review, featured Ralph Nader, a
leading public interest attorney, squaring
off against Professor Jeffery O'Connell,
University of Virginia, one of the co-authors of the original no-fault movement.
An estimated $60-70 million will be
spent on thest initiatives, the highest total
ever spent on any election in the United
States, except for the 1984 presidential
race. But instead of providing information
to the public, these initiative advocates
and adversaries have been blitzing the public
with commercials that have served to confuse the voting public.
The evening's moderator, Howard Mill,
a former USC law professor now in private
practic~, regularly appears on the national
PBS series, "The Advocates." Miller
quickly grabbed the reins, introduced the
participants, set up the ground rules and
the debate was off and running.

tion for injured people instead of lowering
insurance rates. Without contingency fees
forthe lawyers, many injured people would
be unable to afford to have an attorney to
represent them as they can't afford the
hourly rate. Suits against huge well-financed corporations and insurance companies would become financially impossible for the injured person, leaving them
unable to vindicate their rights.

Nader against no-fault

Nader spoke first in support of Prop.
103 because it would allow Cai'ifornia to
retain its present tort system, "a system
that has helped foster physical integrity,
rules of accountability and mutual respect
between employers and employees, and
corporations and the general public." Nader
believes three critical functions are generated by our present tort system which would
be negated by the insurance-backed initiatives: I) deterrence against another's future carelessness, 2) disclosure of insider
information of disreputable acts by companies, i.e. the Dalkon Shield and Firestone
500 Tire cases; and 3) compensation for
injured people in a systein which continually updates and strengthens itself as it
evolves.
Meaningful regulation of the insurance
compani·es' monopoly is . badly needed,
Nader said, as insurance companies are the
only major corporations not subject to federal
and most state anti-trust regulations. There
are no rate change approval checks and, in
the last 20 years, only one insurance company has been cited for charging excessive
rates. Rating bureaus coordinate and provide rate suggestions to all the insurance
companies but, coincidentally, most of the
insurance companies' rates just happen to
fall right into line. Prop. !03, with the installation of an elected Insurance Commissioner to oversee rate setting is a major
step towards meaningful premium rates
regulation.
He is also convinced consumers would

Pho10 by Pclcr Allen

Advocates Ralph Nader, Howard Miller and John O'Connell argue the issues of the
various Calif_(Jrnia propositions.
of power" in the long run for meaningful
insurance regulation, according to Nader.
. Financial disclosure by the insurance
companies, the election of an Insurance
Commissioner and the regulation provisions, rates set by driving records, and the
20% across•the-board rollback in rates were
key provisions pointed out by Nader.
A no-fault system would probably 'not
actually provide lower premium rates to
consumers, Nader said. Also, the insurance-backed initiatives, upon closer examination, provide no assurance that the
rates would be lower. Yet, under the guise
of lower rates, consumers would' be foregoing their right to recover damages for
pain and suffering.
"The ii:isurance-sponsored initiatives in
reality offer less protection for the consumer," Nader said. "These initiatives
seek toreform the tort system by rsestrictng
the rights of injured people, put a cap on
pain and suffering injuries relegating injured parties to the status of chattels, elimiate punitive damages and impose the worst
possible negligence standard for consumers, the 'state of the .art' standard." ·
Props. I 04 arid . I 06 would limit lawyers' contingency fees and Nader spoke
out forcefully against these initiatives
because they would provide less protec-

Alum remembered by memorial award
Alumnus Peter Durbin died September
2, 1988 of an apparent heart attack. He was
a retired Captain in the U.S. Navy.
Durbin received his J.D. in 1986 and
LL.M. in 1987. Upon graduation he was
honored with the Alumni Association
Board's Most Improved Student Award.
The Board has since renamed the award
in his honor, the Peter Durbin Memorial
Award. In addition, a $200 cash award

will be presented to the student showing
the most improvement from first to third
year.
Assistant Director of Develop;nent
Barbara Mendelson related, "It meant a
great deal to Pete (to win the award), since
he went back to school late in life."
Memorial services were held September 9, at Ft. Rosecrans ~National Cemetery.
Durbin, 57, is 'survived by his wife
Emily Durbin, and a son.

Nader believes "we must have a system
that deters future dangers and above all to
oommunicate to perpetrators of harm to
put their ship in a better way. It is a system
in which good drivers pay for the bad
drivers while the anti-trust and consumer
problems remain."

O'Connell: pro no-fault

O'Connell then took the stage to support the no-fault initiatives. He believes
no-fault insurance is a positive alternative

(Continued on page 8.)
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AB A/LSD· presents
Motions staff four
journalism awards
The American Bar Association (ABA)
recently recqgnized Motions for excellence
in law school newspaper reporting. Motions won second place in its class of law .
schools with more than 700 students for
Newspaper ·Reporting for the Entire Year
(1987-I 988). First place wentto theHastings
Law. News, Hastings College of the Law
and third place went to the Harvard law
Record, Harvard University.
The editorial staff for the 1987-1988
school year consisted of Starr Lee, Editorin-chief; Tom Mauriello, . Legal Articles
Editor'; Mel Epley, Business Manager and
Kenneth Chapman-Gonzalez, Photographer.
Motions won three other awards in the
1987-1988 Law School Newspaper Contest sponsored by the Law Student Division of the ABA. Chapman Gonzalez tied
for first place for "Feature Article on Law
in the Community" for his story ·on the
"Immigration Clink: Students smoothing
borders," recounting the work done by
students at the USO Immigration Clinic.
Second place was awarded to Lee for an
"Editorial on Broader Aspects of the Law"
for "'her story entitled "Public demands
Opie for President," and the public 's search
for the perfect politician.
. Gary Fielder won third place in the
"Editorial Cartoon on Broader aspects of
the law" category for his cartoon of Coach
Reagan sending Kennedy, his third man to
bat, after his first two players, Bork and
Ginsberg, struck out.
Motions won second place overall in
spite of the fact Harvard won five individual awards, Hastings won four, Motions
and George Washington University won
three each. " The _overall award was not
based on the amount of individual awards
but two entire issues submitted from each
school.

Midterm policy changed;·firstyears·get optional grade
by Charles Andre
By a 17-12 vote of the Law School faculty on September 16, 1988, the mid-term polity
was changed as it relates to first-year, fall semester students. These students will still receive a mid-term exam and grade, notes John Minan, Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs, but their grades may or may not affect their cumulative index, at the professor's
discretion.
The rationale behind the decision to make the grading impact optional for firstsemester students stems from the faculty's concern for the educational development of
these students.
·
"One concern was that first-semester students may be insufficiently along in their
studies to be tested in a meaningful way. Many have not prepared their outlines or don't
know how to, and some professors didn "t feel they could give a student a fair exam," adds
Dean Minan.
Nonetheless, regardless of whether mid-term results are factored into a student's
overall grade for the course, these students will receive valuable feedback on their law
school performance to date. All students will have an opportunity to see and discuss their
graded exams, so that any learning problems that are detected can be used as a basis for
improved study performance and exam preparation. Additionally, mid-terms will require
students to pace their learning so they won't have to cram as much for finals.
The mid-term policy was adopted in the Spring of 1988 and provides that mid-terms
must be given by all faculty members except in courses where grades are given for
independent research,.lfnical internships and externships, satisfactory completion of a
paper or thesis, and Lawyering Skills I and II. Faculty are free to create their own ·
examination format iind to assign a specified perc,entage of the total course grade to the
mid-term results. As with finals, mid-term exams will be graded anonymously. Midterm week is October 10- 15 for the Fall semester and February 27 - March 3 for the Spring
semester; grades are due before October 3 1 and March 30, respectively.
The mid-term policy of the Law School is being administered on an experimental basis

(Continued on page 4.)
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Want so,mething do_ne?
by Charles Hrvatin

I originally began this editorial asking
for understanding on the part of the Jaw
community to the various problems facing
evening law students. I am still asking for
a little understanding, however, I believe
that evening students (me included) should
keep in mind the old saying that "if you
want something done, you 'II have to do it
yourself." More simply, if changes or
concessions are sought by evening students, they should be initiated by those students.
Attending the evening session poses
some constraints in regard to participation
in certain school events. I feel that in some
cases this is just a trade-off that comes with
choosing to attend evenings.
The fact at .hand, though; is that the
typical evening student works the 40-hourplus week. He has a dependent family that
· needs his support and vice-versa. He usually uses all weekend, in addition to any
surplus hours before and after work and
class, to fit in that last review of Torts notes
or to outline the prior evening's Civ Pro
lecture.
I am not asking readers to feel sorry or
sympathize (maybe I am) but mainly to
understand. The evening Jaw student is a
different creature. Though some may feel
that those nocturnal individuals, that sacri-

You have to do it yourself.

fice what waking hours or recess they may
have, from the grind of the "outside world"
to .attend law school, are either crazy or
wasting their time, the night owl J.D. candidate is for the most part a dedicated
individual.
A trip to .the library on a weekend or
after a night class will reflect this. Often
times these students may be seen at the
County Law Library due to the proximity
to their offices.
Still, a difficulty exists. It seems to be
twofold. On one hand is communication.
On the other is a need for an undertaking
by the evening students to make things
change for their betterment.
Since, my time as a first-year student, I
found communication .was a problem as
far- as my class of evening students was
concerned. Entering in 1987, Jack of
communication seemed to be the utmost
problem. Many students felt semi-neglected,
not because they hadn't the opportunity to
attend an .interesting event but rather because they never heard of it in the first
place.
I place blame fi rst on the channels of
communication that neglected that audience. The second, however, points directly to us evening students, who are just
going to have to realize that organizations,
events and outings are not going to come
hunting us down. As I found, Motions and

Old exams: helpi.ng or ·hurting
by Starr Lee

Last spring controversy and uproar hit USD when the va1idity of test scores in a firstyear sections' civil procedure class was questioned. Because of the effect all first-years··
grades have on the crucial first-year standings, none of the first-, year students' standings
· . could be resolved until th,e issue of how to fairly grade that one cl\iSS was decided.
This was· not a case of outright cheating nor leaking of a test. 'The ·iest in qt1estion
consisted o( many similar and identical questions that were on an earlier test which many'
but not all, of those students had access to as a study guide. Obviously, those who did not
have access to the test were at a disadvantage, although the students with the earlier test/
·study guide did not know the final would be so similar.
Copies ofearlier tests are very valuable study tools for students because so much ·of
being successful on a test is not just knowing the material but knowing how the professor
wants it presented. Professors have different teaching styles and have different goals for
their classes so although orie could say, "Evidence is evidence," what's a specific
enough answer for one professor is not necessarily an "A" answer for another.
Professors are correctly encouraged to try different testing methods afl<! materials to
find what they consider the most fair and consistent testing method for their class
material. Obviously, this must be done through experimentation on classes until a good
testing format is found. But once a profossor becomes somewhat settled in the material
and forrhat to use on tests, the question arises of how original must each class, test be to
avoid suspicions that some students had access to material that greatly reflects the
·
identical material on their own final.
Students have access to old tests in a variety of legal and illegal (against the Honor
Code) methods. Although tests are not.to be taken by students after the test is taken, some
students dishQnestly take them out of the class and some professors give out the exams
after they have graded the answers; USO is really one big, happy student body and old
tests do-float through and get studied by groups of students. Most students assume that
somewhere along the line the test was legally gotten by a student for study purposes.
This is not a question of the actual test getting out before it's given that year. This is
about professors who use essentially the same test for each class: -the same format,
questions and even answers. Even if a teacher does not make old, exams or "practice
tests" available, if some students score unusually higher than earlier classes those
students become subject to suspicions that they got a hold of an earlier test or, in spite of
the Honor Code, got some detailed iriformatioh from former students in that class.
The solution may be that each test has to be "original," i.e. as the tests can use the
similar types Of questions as previous tests but with different issues, etc. Or maybe the reuse of an exact question should be restricted to every four years, after that cycle of
students has graduated. There is also the problem of what makes a question "original"
or at least different enough to prevent instant recognition by a student who studied an
older test.
This issue is being looked into by a new committee for "Teaching and T esting," set
up by Dean Grant Morris and chaired by Professor Kevin Cole. This committee studies
issues such as the mid-term grades and makes recommendations to the faculty on courses
of acti<;m. Later this year Cole will institute a forum for students to input their ideas and
concem_s regarding testing and how to prevent "tainted" tests.
What happened last spring has been settled as fairly as was possible but it left its mark.
Newspapers from Los Angeles and probably California-wide carried stories of the grade
problem and shed a bad light on USD's reputation. Overall, last year's first-year class was
left with a bad feeling even if it was just because the standings were delayed so long.
The Honor Code aside, cheating is .not required to have this situa~n happen again. A_s
long as tests 'are very rightly put on file, students are allowed to keep tests and teachers
give out identical and/or similar exam questions, there is the possibility that some
students will unfairly be denied that study advantage and the grades become an unrealistic
representation of that class. Law school is fraught with enough competition against your
classmates without worrying about who has singular access to an old test and will have
instant reGognition of the answers when the final exam is given.

Sidebar are two ways of finding out the
events that are taking place in our community.
I suggest that other students, having ·
difficulty as I was finding out about events,
get involved in some activity. Not only
will you have a direct effect on the activity,
but the events that may have been missed
on a prior occasion may now fit in your
schedule.
A perfect example has been brought to
my attention. Moot Court Competition.
What was the schedule of the competition?
A check of the recent Alumni Tort Competition and the future Moot Court competitions shows a direct clash with the roster of
evening classes.
· Are those day students afraid of a little
competition? I think not Yet, I see only
two good arguments why there is a biased
schedule.
One, the judges, attorneys and others
·partkipating couldn't allow for a Friday

night, mid-afternoon or weekend into their
schedule for preliminary rounds. Reasonable, since I'm sure they aren't getting
paid much to participate:
Second, the evening schedule is just
taken for granted and not enough evening
students have called for a more forgiving
schedule so as to meet their needs.
This is one case and I'm sure there are
others, where students would like to p·artiCipate but don't know the hows and whys
of getting involved. My suggestion at the
present is to contact your class representative as to the possibility of alternating
schedules. If there is enough interest,
changes may be made.
After all, the law school was started as
an evening law school and the day division
didn't spawn until the early 1960s-. If you
want some changes- go out and make them.

.Amicus Curiae
So then I asked the judge if I could
distinguish the case I just mentioned because I was suing myself and I wouldn't
really do that (although I might if I really
Dear friends,
needed the money because my s_ki had a
It's midnight on Saturday night. I' m too
flat tire.) But then I wouldn't be worrying
keyed up to sleep so I'm drinking a beer to
about anything else because then I wouldn't
put me to sleep. I've spent the evening with
need the money because I could sue the ski
my contracts and torts casebooks. It's been
people. That must have beeh _part of the
a terribly exciting evening with tortfeasors
dream because I don't have a ski that
and contract breakers running amok. It 's
would have a flat tire. All I have is a trick
been insane.This whiny plaintiff was callski
and that wouldn't get a- flat unless I
ing the defendant a tortious lime, the judge
is fallingasleep,-and t,he oetendantis.counter- .· went off the-ramp. Then it wou.ldn 't fall
' suing, accusing'the plafotiH of battery, but '"' : Jnde-r ._,p rodutt ! ~ability ·because it would
probably be user-induced and since I'm
· not ·assault, even though he had been unthe user, and I wouldn't sue myself.
aware of a contractual clause limiting liaMaybe I would if we take into account
bility of plaintiff (defendant in this case) to
the case supra. But that could be hard to
sue for actions where there is a question of
cite because it can't be shepardized since
privileged consent. It's a terrible mess.
there is no secondary publishing and the
This is sounding like the dream I had
official
citation is hidden in a reporter that
last night! I was simultaneously playing _
bas lost is jurisdictatory file so no one can
the role of the prosecuting attorney and the
search for it. Actually it is a female book
defendant: Boy, did I hate myself! Then I
and now no one can search and "seizbegan psychoanalyzing myself and I real.h er."
ized I wasn't a psychoanalyst anymore...And
So that takes me to the point I'm trying
I was wondering if I could sue myself for
to make ...
fraud if I presented myself to me as a psyAnyway I'm going to sleep now- my
choanalyst when I really wasn ' t {a psychomind needs to finish my dream so I know
analyst, that is) but !thought I was. (Would
if I win or lose (or both) and then I'll know
that fall under lack of intent although what
if I have to start appellate proceedings on
I intended was to psychoan~lyze myself?
either of the cases against myself.
Ifl had intended to falsely pose as a pyscho.Haven Courtney
analyst I probably would be guilty.) ·

Nightmares of a first-year

Motions accepts unsolicted articles and letters to the editor for publication. The preferred method of submission is on a 5
1/4" IBM-compatible floppy disk with a printed copy of the article, the name of the file and the word processing program used
and the name and phone number of the author. No unsigned articles will be·considered for publication, but articles may be published with name withheld. The disks will be returned. The list of word processing systems compatible with our system is listed
·
elsewhere in this issue.
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Prop. 106 ~Quid limit quality lawyers - for . injured parties

i

I

I
I
I

I.

I

I

by JQhn Thaler
expect no recovery for medical damages if
most importantly, the initiative does not
unlimited amounts for defense. If you think
Suppose the University of California
he already has medical insurance through
guarantee that rate,s will ever be reduced.
dealing with insurance companies is diffisys.tern faced a budget crisis: Costs too
his employer, no recovery for any pain or
Rumors persist that auto insurance compacult now,just wait until they know they can
high and not enough tax dollars provided
nies plan on raising their rates after the
spend you out of the case. Some estimates · suffering, and only 80% recovery . of the
by the state. So a group that hates higher
passage of this proposition.
show that the insurance industry currently · first one-third .of his earnings loss, with
taxes gets together and decides that $64,000
Currently, California and many other
pays more to its attorneys than it pays out twci~thirds being picked up by his workers'
is just too much money to pay professors. · <
compensation insurance, less approximately
states are suing seyeral major insurance
in claims.
_
They gather enough signatures and put an
30% for state and federal taxes for a total of companies for collusion and otlier related
Maybe one of the most significant diffiinitiative on the November .ballot which
$2,221.33.
If the insurance company fails
grounds in that those companies jointly
culties with this proposition is that it does
states that professors cannot receive more
to pay, the attorney would collect 15% of
decided to create a liability insurance crinot take into account the costs incurred by
than $25,000 in salary. The initiative passes;
the recoverable amount ($330.20), if an atsis in order to raise rates. (Remember
plaintiff's lawyers in a multiple defendant
money is saved; higher taxes are avoided;
torney can be found to take the case.
Proposition 5.1?) .
case. Imagine having to pay filing costs for
·
and the quality of public education suffers .
Essentially, this initiative makes em· One reason for this problem is that
papers and motions on ea.ch defendant as
because no one will apply for the jobs and
insurance companies are exempted by antiwell as the costs of at least 30 depositions. . ployers the insurance company of first
currentlyemployed professors can not afford _
resort by requiring workers' compensation - trust laws. If two airlines' presidents talk
One of the advantages of the current systo work at the lower salary cap.
to be used before insurance companies pay
on the phone about dividing up territory
tem is that fees collected in other cases go
Proposition 106, the Lawyers Fair Fee
any claim. This· practically guarantees a
and/or setting ticket prices, they have broked
to pay for the costs for new clients.
Act, essentially creates this same probsignificant increase in the cost of workers'
federal anti-trust Jaws: However, the inIf this proposition passes, attorneys will
lem. Most San Diego attorneys who take
compensation premiums, causing disaseither have to bill clients on an hourly
sur~nce company does not suffer f~om that
cases on a contingency fee basis charge
trous effects to cities and counties: And
basis, just as defendant's attorney do or
(Co_n tinued on page 4.)
clients one-third of the amount recovered.
practice another form of law." And the most
However, if the attorney does not recover, .
likely result is that a good lawyer will be
the client pays nothing. Also, most of the
difficult to find because he will not be able
time filing fees, investigation fees; docuto make a living in tort litigation.
ment fees and many other expenses are
1-fowever, if this initiative does not cause
·paid up front by the attorney who is· only
enough chaos, Proposition 104, the Nopro~ote
reimbursed after settlement.
fault Initiative, will make a bad situation
Prop. !06 purports to lower those ex- ·
even worse. For example: Mr. X works for
· cessive attorney ' s fees by allowing the
Pit Gravel Co. He is injured on the job by
attorneys only 25% of the first $50,000
Mr.
Y who, while driving recklessly, tuns
recovered, 15% of the next $50,000 and ·
a red light. X . suffers a serious but not
!0% of anything collected after that. This
. permanent back injury which hospitalizes
by Dan L~Vine
means that where an attorney would have
him for six days and leaves him disabled
received $100,000 on a $300,000 settlefor 8.5 months. A full recovery takes 14
list of Councilors including their address
On April 7, 1988, the student body at
ment now, under Prop. 106 he would ·remonths. X earns about $1,400 per month · USD Law School approved a new set of and phone number, all proposed legislaceive about $40,000.
prior to the accident. X can expect the
tion and other pertinent information
by-laws to govern the activities ·of its
· ·ih.is appears to be an .advantage for
following outcome from this accident:
relating to Council activities. These
Student
Bar
Association.
.
With
only
two
consumers who stand to collect more of
$9, I 00 in medical bills including his hospi- . members withholding their approval, the
posting requirements were put into place
the settlement dollar. However, the pnly
tal stay, physical therapist and. examinavote signaled an overwhelming accep- · to assure that all students may remain
fee limit,ations are placed on plaintiff's
tions and losing $11,900 in earnings.
tance
of a different method for managing apprised of Council' activities. Public
lawyers and not on the defendant/insurFor a recovery under No-fault, X can
the
business
of the student-owned and access to information will enable stuance CQmpanies' lawyers Who could spend
operated SBA, Inc. ·
dents to monitor their Councilors and the
The overriding intent in changing the
The creation of the Council
Council.
record is one of the cornerstones upon
by-laws was to decentralize management
control, increase student participation and
which the.framing of· Council action can
interject higher levels of accountability. ' transpire .·while maintaining continual
Sweeping changes in the structure, com- .' accountability to students~ ·
position and procedures were written into
The -Council is empowered to create
the by-faws in an effort to promote the · committees and guidelines for the Elecby Jack O'Donnell
the full SBA Council for amendment
SBA President
tion; Budget, Speaker's Bureau, Calenintended purpose of.the Student Bar Assoand ratification .. See budget next issue.
dar, Editor ·Selection ·and Graduation
· :fhe second major project is the ap- · ciation . .
.
.
Initially and on behalf of the SBA, I -pointment of standing committees. These
Committees _have been provided. Comwould like to welcome the incoming law ·committees are the backbone of t~e SBA.
To begin with, the by-law.~ ~tate that all mittees assist the Council in the performstudents. A small bit of advice, (as if you
They indu,de: Speaker's Bureau; Student- students attending USD Law School are ance of its duties.
hav~n 't gotten your fill) do everything you · Faculty ·Relations, Judiciary, Halloween
voting.and dues paying members of the
The budget process was designed to aldo in the next three to four years with
organ_ization known as the USD SBA, Inc. locate student funds iri a manner which
Party (definitely one for experienced "pargusto. Study hard when you study, party
USD law school students maintain - ulti- will promote greatest utilization for stutiers"), Calendar, Bylaw and Regulation
hard when you party and re~lly kick back · Promulgation, Graduation and · Motions . mate controtofthe SBA,' Inc. It is appro- .dent benefit. Annual operating budgets
when you relax. To the returning students,
Editor Selection. If you are interes_ted in . priate that students maintaiii ·coritrol of the for both recognized student organizations
glad you're back and good luck in all :,<our
and ·organizations in their pre-recognition
any of these committees or feel the need · SBA since every action taken should b_e
pursuits.
benefit
students.
·
Students
retain
the
power
grai;e period are allocated during a prifor.another committee to solve or create a
The Student Bar Association is curproblem (just kidding) please contact me . of initiative "by which. they may propose mary_ budget allocation proces1>. All
rently involved in two major projects. The
and enact Jegislatfop, nullify existing remaining student funds are kept in the
at extension 4346 or spe_a k with your class
first_is the formulation and passing of a Fall
legislation or remove any ·SBA Council treasury of the SBA, Inc. until the funds
representative.
budget. Because requests have more than
member. Any Jaw student .may exercise are disbursed for a specific project. Only
The first-year SBA repr~sentatives have
doubled available funds, the project istedious
their power of control by staying aware of worthy projects which have received suffibeen elected also. The new reps are: Sec- · and keeping an intere·st in SBA activities. cient preparation so as to reasonably
and time consuming.
tion A, Brent Neck; Section B, Ralph Godoy; .
The process involves foucsteps. First,
The ·Board of Directors, referred to as assure the Council that the project will
Section C, Tom Crisman; and Section D,
organizations present written requests. Secthe Councii; is the·governing body of the occur within its_ projected cost may be
Stephen Smith. Filling the vacant secondondly, oral budget hearings are held wherein
SBA. The Council is compoSed of offi- ,funded by the .Council.
The budget
year evening· representative slot · will be
groups may submit further explanations
cers, dass repre~entatives and organiza- ·· process allows student(s) or student or:
R.J. Kobylak.
and the SBA Budget Committee can ask
tion representatives. The by-Jaws specify ganizations to run projects ~hat are funded
The Halloween Party will be on Octoquestions. third, the Budget Committee
the manner of selection for the Councilors, . by students at any time there are funds in
ber 29, 1988. This is the biggest party of
meets and formulates a proposed budget.
the term .used ·to denote those -selected to the SBA, Inc. treasury.
the year . . . Get psyched!!
The proposed budget is then submitted to
represent their constituency at ·council
The by-laws also create· the Judiciary
meetings, which are open to all students. Committee composed of the members of
The Council operates in accordance with the Honor Court. This Committee has
the· by-laws and -adopted regulations. It original jurisdiction in cases involving acprovides a for1,1m for the, consideration of .· tion/inaction by the Cotlncil, a group of
-Motions writing an~ -~ubmission guidelines
and has the power to vote and act. upon Councilors or a single Councilor that is alresolutions and1egislation, Councilors act leged to be inconsistent with the· by-laws.
Stories.should be s ubmitted on 5 1/2" IBMOffice Writer
Digital DX
as a collectjve body through' which the The Judiciary Committee is also empowcornpatible floppy disks aloi;ig with a printed
DCA Revisable Windows Write
copy of the story. The name of the fi le and the
form text
Xywriter II
SBA acts on behalf of its student mem- ered to hear . and decide appeals from
word processing program used should also be
Wordperfect
Microsoft Word
bers.
Council . decisions concerning elections
noted on the story. (Althpugh the larger floppy
Dbase
Multimate
The legislative process t hrough which or interi:)retations of the by-laws. The
disk is preferred, a 3 l/4" disk. is acceptable.)
The following graphics programs' files can
the Council takes action was installed to members of the Honor COurt are elected by
Double-spaced typewritten copy is also acceptalso be directly imported to Motions:.
provide a record -0f Council activities. students to enforce the honor code and,
able. Cartoon and graphics can also be submitCGM Graphics Import
Guidelines for the legislative process . under the by-laws, act as a check and
ted on disks via the following listed program
Video Show Import
have been. outlined jn order to allow the balance upon the Council.
files. Disks will be returned to the authors.
MacPaint
Council
to smoothly function while allowOverall, the new SBA, Inc. by-laws
The following programs are translatable by
Mouse Systems PC Paint
ing for student" review and input of pro- were adopted by students fot a change in ·
Motio1Js' publishing program. If your word
Datacopy Image Format
posed legislation prior to its adoption. The the conduct of their government. Howprocessing program is no.I on the list the 'story
Aldus TIFFfile
should be downloaded on ASCII text, a comprovision for stuoent initi~tive · leaves the t>ver, the by-laws are just a skeleton onto
PC Paintbrush
mon computer language used in most word
Windows Paint ·
legislative pr9cess open tu students as well which the flesh and blood of the students;
processing programs. The translatable proWindows Metafile
as the Council.
governing body can grow. It is up to the
In*a*vision
grams are:
Of note in the by-laws is the require- Council and the student body to see that
Windows Draw! Wordstar 3.3
PC-Write
ment to post meeting agendas, a current its new governing body grows up well. .

New SBA by-laws adopted

Changes effectuated to·
increased student par_ticipation and
tligher accountabiHty of Council

I

President's-Report
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Excessively:high_·tninority drop-out·rate scares by David Hall

higher rated law schools like Stanford and
..UCLA in the competition for strong miAn ·ala~ingly high number of minority . nority candidates ·to comparable institustudents were "academically disqualified"
tions simply because the other schools got
after their first year of law studies at USD
to them first, Salt said.
in 1987·88, including nearly half of the
This ·was blamed on the cumbersome
black students in the class, .according to
process of evaluating students who applied
administration statistics.
under the Diversely Qualifit!d Admissions
- The high failure rate "enraged" StuProgram, which gives assistance to candident Bar Associati.oQ (SBA) President Jack
dates who "because of disadvantages reO~Donnell, who charged that administra~
lated .to.eth11ic; economic or physical fac- ··
. tors have made virtually no effort to recruit. . tors, may find it difficult to attend law
quality minority students, remaining con- · school." (Most of th¢ law school's minortent to keep the law school "a WASP
ity students and physkaUy or economiisiand."
.
cally disadvantaged whites were admitted
"I don;t think there's any strong ~f-· ' to USD on this program.)
firinative action work or financial bac1'ing
The changes...:.... which included the ereto recruit minority students to USD," said . tion of a separate "D.Q.'~ application; a
O'Donnell, who called the statistics "emscaling down of the, evaluation process ~nd
barrassing."
a. faster determination of-financial awards
Kelly Salt, assistant dean for student . ~ allowed USD to make offers to promis- ·
affairs, disagreed with the SBA president's
ing minority and disadvantaged candidates
criticism of the school's recruiting effort,
quicker, Salt said.
.
·
calling the startling rate "something ·of an .
.The result, ·according to the assistant
anomaly."
dean, was a 1988-89 incoming D.Q. class
She did acknowledge there is room for
with average LSAT scores and university
improvement in the recruitment of minorGPAs markedly higher than past years.
ity students and said that changes impleSalt also attributes the new evaluation
mented last year to streamline the admisprocess with producing a higher concensions process have already reimlted in the
tration of minorities ·in this year's incomschool's strongest entering class of minoring class. Of the 341 students that began
ity and disadvantaged students in memory.
first-year classes in August, about 12 per. Still, Salt added, last. year's numbers
cent are black, Hispanic, Asian or Aineri-·
were disturbing. Of l 0 students to "flunk can Indian. By comparison, only 9 percent
out," five were black and two were His- · of last year's incoming class of 320 were
panic. This was out of an incoming class
minorities.
that included 11 blacks and 22 Hispanics.
"The change will be with this year's
"This is something we should be con- ·class," Salt said. "We felt there ·was a
. cerned about," Salt said. "We've got to
need for change, for stronger minority
bring minorities into legal profession.
students, and we believe with these changes
There's an appalling lack of minorities in
will bring ~n improvement."
the field of law."
,
O'Donnell, however, is not so confiSalt denied that it was -a failu re to
dent. ·The SBA president says the school
recruit that resulted in the high minority.
has a poor record to overcome and must
· flunk-out rate last year. Though USD is at
make an aggressive effort to attract mi-·
an obvious disadvantage gding up against
norities. He accuses administrators of hiding

t.

Parking set aside .for law ·students
by Charles Andre

Additional parking for law student
commuters is available· in the upper parking lot adjacent to the football field, according to Gene Trebes, Head of USD
Traffic.
The north half of this lot, consisting of
approximately l 50parking spaces, has been
specifically set aside for law students, whose .
c.ars can be identified by the students'
decal numbers. Campus security will enforce its exclusive use for this purpose ·if
the lot is full.
The entire lot was· originally desig. nated for undergraduates living in DeSales
Hall and overflow from Mission housing.
However, in late August, law students lost

143 parking spaces to Law Library construction. The University partially remedied the situation by allowing parking on
both sides of Marian Way ·from Copley
Library to DeSales Hall, which freed up an
extra l 08 spaces. The upper parking lot is
intended to provide additional space -as
·
needed.
Trebes notes that construction crews
are expected 'to restore the parking lot
behind the Law Library as early as November, once preliminary construction is
complete. In the nieantfrne, he advises law
students arriving during mid-day to head
directly for the upper.parking lot, which he
says is only an eight minute walk to classes.

Propositions: yes . or lows
nofor any kind of no-fault where 103
.
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(Continued from page 3.)

does not. Also, Prop. l 00 contains a clause
stating that if it passes by a larger margin
problem. They are able .to divide up disthan Props. 10 l, 103 ;md 106, those propotricts and together set non-competitive prices
sitions are discounted in favor of Prop.
without the public having any recourse.
JOO.
One initiative, Proposition 100, _which
Proposition 101, the Polanco Initiative,
has the fuB support of Attorne)'. General
works. similarly to Prop. 104, No-fault.
John K. Van de Kamp and Speaker of the
The main · difference is the sources of
Assembly Willie Brown, seeks to change
compensation which must be exhausted
this. Not only would Prop. 100 remove the ,
before the insurance company will pay,
anti-trust exemption but it would give an
such as vacation time and ~ick leave.
automatic 20% discount to good drivers
If either Prop. 101; 104 or 106 passes,
and would not allo.w rates to be set by zip
Californians can expect future initiatives ·
code but rather by driving record and type
which would limit the amount TV repairof automobile. Also, rate increases would .
men, plumbers or doctors can charge.
require prior approval if they would be in
Theoretically, any profession could b~
excess .of 7% for personal lines and l5?'o
limited on how much it charges for servfor commercial lines. Among other things,
ices rendered. Californians wil(also have a
the initiative would force insurance comdifficult time finding quality attorneys for
panies to open their books to justify those
tort suits because most of the better attorincreases.
neys will leave practice or move into other
Voters should note tnat Prop. 103, supareas of law. The hardest hit will be the
ported by Ralph Nader, is essentially the
poor who count on their attorneys to pay
same as Prop. 100. The major difference is
(Continued on page 5.)
· the language in Prop. l 00 effectively disal-

behind the contention that USD cannot
compete with higher ranked schools for
the small pool of minority applicants.
~·If we can't attract them through the
quality of the quality of the school, there
ha& to be another way to attract them;''
O'Donnell.said. "We have to aggressively
take aposition on the forefront of affirma~iv~ action asJaras minority-students go."
., Marie· Wright, president of the Black
Law Students -Association, said it is not a
lack-of quality minority. students that ·has
·been the problem. "I don't want thi.s to be
propaga:nd;i that we do' not have"quality
minority students;" she said.
:Instead, jt is the "minimal support to
minorily students from the university,"
according to Wright. Ttie BLSA president,
who says the tutorials ,pffered ..by the law
, school are "inadequat~.'.-' maintains .that
_extending .the opportunity to minority; students should nor end with ·acceptance to
the law school. .
"USO needs to offer more academic

, support," Wright said.
In the absence of that, BLSA is initiat-ing a "buddy system" this year, similatJO
the program offered to first-year Hispanics
by the La Raza Law Students Association . .
. Second- onhird-year students will be made ·
available to first~year BLSA members to
assist with studies.
Ed Sanchez of La Raza says the buddy'
program has worked well for ~is group's
inem~rs, who have also~one out into the
Hispanic community to try and instill into
high school students ·the bel.ief that an
· · education and even law school are attainable go~ls.
"The number .are really against . us,"
said Sanchez; citing a study that showed ·
only 4 percent of Hispanics or Latinos in .
· college go on to graduate school 'and only
· 2 percent ever complete a graduate program.
-"We're really trying to instill in people's
minds that school is important," Sanchez
said."so we're making the effort to go out
into the community."
-

Students get feel for future with C_PP
Summer Associate Panel d.iscussion
by Mary Ann Salaber
Career Planning Director

The annual Summer Associate Panel
was held on September 14, 1988. The
panel, sponsored by the Career Planning&.
Placement Office, was designed to inform
students about summer clerking opportu- .
nities in,a variety of settings: including the
government, la.rge law firms and corporate
·
offices.
Marie Wright, who clerked for Harrington Foxx in Los Angeles, talked about
her wmkload and how assignments were
distributed. Her work involved extensive
writing, and on the topic of working with
students from "Ivy League" schools, she
states, "You 're . not there to please your
peers;· you're there to please the firm."
. Marcie Sinclair spent her summer at
Gray, Cary in San Diego. Her advice to
clerks: (I)' alwaxs. bring a note-pad with
you when you meet with an attorney; (2)
don't be afraid to ask questions and (3) find
out ahead of time how many hours you are
expected to spend on a project.
Donna Lumia was a summer associate
at Sedgwick, Detert in Sari Francisco . . She
stated that the Lawyering Skills program
and inv0 lvement in Moot Court enabled ·
her to conquer any research _project assigned to her. She encou·raged students to
work with as many attorneys as possible,
since they will all contribute 'to the clerk's
. evaluation.
Lumia added that students from Southern California have a reputation of not
being serious about moving to other cities.
Students must convince the employer that
there is a sincere interest in working outside San Diego.
Keesal, Young & Logan (Long Beach)
summer clerk Mike Licosati, shared some
sage advice to the more stressed out'workaholics, "Get into a: balanced lifestyle. Work
normal hours and get plenty of rest." Let's
. all highlight that one. He reiterat~d the im.

.

portance of the training one gets in Lawyering Skills.
Judy Crandall Clark had an interesting
summer at the Los Angeles District Attorney's Office. Instead of being wined arid
dined and ·taken to concerts, Clark spent
every day in court. She told students that
working in a district attorney's office, even
for one summer, is a great opportunity to
gain litigation experience.
Clark should know-she now has six
· "guilty" verdicts to her credit. -.. I learned
to think on my feet. . . If you make it,
you're Perry Mason." ·
Marsha Redmon was able to split her
summer working for Gibson, Dunn in both
San Diego and Washington, D.C. This
was an opportunity for her to experience
working for a large firm in a small office
setting. Her advice to students: closely re. se_arch your firms and yourself before applying. You decide if that's the firm you
want to work for. Good advice.
Julie Winshall beat the odds at getting
an extemship with the National Broadcasting Company (NBC). in New York City.
Despite the iricredi!Jle heat and commute .
to work, Julie. enjoyed her stint at NBC.
"You run the gamut in a corporate law office." Julie , was exposed to a wide spectrum of work in. entertainment faw . She
advised students to get strong litigation ex- .
perience first, and then apply to a _corporate office. Ask her about stupid ·office
tricks.
The consensus of the panel was: be
proud of your work product, be cognizant
of the fact that you 're always being evaluated, but be yourself and have fon !
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PAD chapter initiates 61 new members

On September i 6, 1988, the McCormick Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) initiated
61-new members. The ceremony was -held"in the Grace Courtroom with a reception following at Carlos Murphy's in Old Town. Dean Grant Morris gave, the keynote speech
welcoming the new members into the fraternity. As a PAD alumnus, Morris spoke of the
many valid reasons for becoming involved in the organization and expr~ssed his support
of the group and its wide range of activities.
.
PAD has scheduled several academic and social events throughout the remainder of
: the year. In the nextfew weeks, the fraternity will tJe sponsoring "A Day with a Judge,"
in which its members will be able to sit in on the activities of various judges for an entire
day. It is hoped that this program will become a regular activity. Information for this and
other events will be posted on the first floor bulletin boards of the law school. Communications to the officers can be left in the PAD mailbox, also on the first floor.
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Law library-· introduces·new
-public services staff
by Prof. ·Nancy Carol Carter
Law. Library Director

Returning students will not see any familiar faces in the Law Library's ReferJoan Allen-Hart
ence area. Since last spring, a complete
Reference Librarian
turnover has bro~ght in a.new Public ServA veteran of two months on the job;
ices administrator and Reference staff.
Joan holds a J.D. from Western State UniWhile it is always hard. to lose dediversity and an M.L.I.S. from Catholic
cated librarians, students and other library
University in Washington, D.C. Joan picked
users will experience no dimunition i.n
up three years of Jaw library experience
service or expertise. In fact, the Public
while in law school. While in library
Service staff is stronger than ever, with
science school she conducted Westlaw
three lawyer-librarians and a legal refer- . training and interned in a Washington,
ence librarian with over 20 years of expeD.C. law library.
rience.
Library users will be hearing from these
Joanne Roake
librarians as they develop new services
Reference Librarian
and ideas for unlocking the mysteries of
Another USD graduate, Joanne relegal research. Meanwhile, they want to
ceived her J.D. with honors in 1987 and
hear from you--call on the Reference staff
practiced in the litigation department of
for.assistance with any library or reference
Jennings, Engstrand and Henrikson during
.
.
.
question.
the past year. Now, she is combining her
It is not possible to have a reference lilaw degree and practice experience with a
brarian on duty during all our 108 hours
earlier career as a librarian. She holds a
per week of operation, but we do maintain
B.A. from Stanford, an M.L.S. from the
Jong reference hours to meet the needs of
University of Hawaii and was previously
day and evening students and to provide
the Director of the Palomar Community
weekend service. ·A librarian is ready to
College Library.
advise you in the reference office from 9
a.m. until 8 p;m., Monday through ThursFrank Weston
day. On Friday, hours are 9 a.m. until 6 .
Reference Librarian
p_.m. If you are planning weekend research
(Half-Time)
work, you can receive reference assistance
We are most fortunate to bring Frank
on Sunday from noon until 4 p.m.
to our staff--he is an M.L.S. graduate of
The new librarians are:
Columbia University and has worked as a
law librarian for over 20 years. He previBrent Bernau, - .
ously served as a law firm librarian and
Associate Law Librarian
consultant in Los Angeles and New York .
The Associate has a wide range of
City. In addition, he worked at Columbia
administrative duties within the Law LiUniversity Law Library, Fordham Univ.erbrary, but the management and developsity Law Library, Ronson Corporation,
ment of Public Services are a special foand Exxon Corporation Law and Tax Licus. Brent Bernau returns this year to his
brary. Frank also served as the Western
aima mater, having received a USD law
Regional Law Librarian for the Legal Servdegree in 1985. Subsequently, he earned
ices Corporation in the Los Angeles ofan M.L.I.S. from U .C: Berkeley. Brent has
fices of the Western Center on Law and
experience in the law libraries of USO,
Poverty.

..,
····"~/

Photo by Peter Allen

New reference librarian Joan Allen-Hart (r) assists a reJ,·ent library visitor.

Merit scholarships awa_rded

The following special scholarships have been awarded for the 1988-1989 academic
year:
Seltzer, Caplan, Wilkins & McMahon Scholarship
Katherine L. Blanck $1500

· Gray, Cary, Ames & Frey Award
Teresa M. Dwyer $500
-

Copley Press Scholarship

. Carol A. Evans $I 000

Gary Shoemaker Scholarship
Shari Kahn $200

Adele Gilman Scholarship
Jessica Watson $250

Philip Y. Hahn Memorial
Scholarship
Amy E ..Abdo $1000
Nancie J. Mika $!000
Kathrin S. Mautino $I 000
Fr. Joe Peche Ies $I 000
Sherri Schaeffe~ $I 000

,

Mid-terms schedules and grades
(Continued_fr_om page 1.)
to determine whether the purported benefits of mid-term exams do, in fact, exist.
The faculty will decide before the end of
September 1990 if these exams should be
continued, modified,· or eliminated.

S.A. Sutterfield Memorial Book Scholarship

Kat~leen

M. Coleman $500

Nancy Kawano $500

Lou Kerig Scholarship Fund

If mid-terms congested.••

Robert Swain $1000

John M. Winters Memorial Fund

Due to the problem of "bunching" of
upperclass students' mid~terms, ~inan
formulated the following exam policy to
alleviate any "egregious case[s] of bunching." No student will be required to: 1)
take more than two mid-term exams on a
scheduled exam day, or 2) take mid-terms
in two courses totalling eight or more credit
hours per semester on a scheduled exam

Robert Swain $I 000

Ronald Maudsley Memorial
Scholarship
· Starr Lee $1000

1988 Writing competition winners
named to 'San Diego Law Revi~w·.

The San Diego Law Review Association is pleased to announ~e the follo~mg wmners
of the 1988 Writing Competition: Katherine Blanck, Karen J. Diller, Ruth Giese, Norma
Pierce, Laurie Schwartz, Doug Watkins, Debra Weber, Loretta A. West, Susan Westover, '"
Jennifer K. Whisenard and Ann Marie Zimmerman

For Second, Third and Fourth Year Students Only
Do you have a term paper to write?
. . .. .
Do you have a temi paper to write? Ate y_o u part1~1patm¥ m a Moot Cou~1
competition? Have you forgotten the basic steps m on-hne legal research.
Were you trairied on .one system and now want to learn the other?
The Law Library will be holding special fall classes in WESTLAW
research during w eeks 4 to 8 of the Fall Semester.
Several different types of classes will be offered on both systems: refresher training, advanced search techniques, speciality research m the
areas of tax and labor law.
WESTLA W Temporary Learning Center
September 26 - October 13, 1988
To sign up for a · training session, see a Reference Librarian.

Boalt Hall, and Golden Gate University
where he served as Public Services Librarian.

Propositons .
(Conti:nu~d

day, or 3) take .four or ·more mid-terms
within a consecutive two exam-day period.
According to Minan, students falling
into any of the above categories m~y reschedule the mid-term exam as a make-up
on Friday, October 14. If two or more midterm exams are rescheduled, the second
and third exam will be given on Saturday,
October 15. Exams that are rescheduled
will be rescheduled in the order of those
having ·the least number of enrolled students. Thus if a student is el)rolled in three
courses subject to the conflict, the course
having .the smallest enrollment will be
rescheduled as a make-up."

• •

from page 4.)

for expenses and often cannot afford the
fee for filing the ,initial complaint.
Possibly the most significant problem
created by these initiatives, (besides the
fact that the current insurance problem and
reco.very system has been totally ignored
by the State Legislature, and having to
weed through the advertisements designed
to appeal to emotion rather than logic), is
that only Prop. 101 states what happe11s if
all of them , or a combination of them,
, passes. And if many of these pass, the
courts may be tied up for years hearing
arguments ~n how to apply the new and
conflicting laws.
Since the legislature has abdicated its
responsiblity in the insurance reform matter, the voters have been left to decide the
issues. Hopefully, many voters will become suspicious merely becaues the insur-

ance companies expect to spend $43 million versus the trial lawyers' and other
interest groups' $10 to $1 5 million for
persuasion tactics. And that should say it
all.

Aerobics offered
USD Recreation is sponsoring
low-impact aerobics classes at the USD
Sports Center for the USD community.
The classes will be held in two
sessions. The first will meet Monday_s and
Wednesdays, 12:10 ·_ 12:45 p.m., from
September 12 through December 14. The
second ·session will ruri froni September
13 to December 15, on Tuesday and Thursday evenings, 5: 15 - 6:1 5: (Fee: $30 per_
session)
For information, contact Barbara
Walsh, USD Recreation, 260-4600 Ext. .
4490.
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Minan views law school's
growth as ·.boon to _reputation
by Charles Andre

The School of Law is currently witnessing a number of significant changes, according to John Minan, Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs. These changes underscore the value of a USO legal education
and the Law School's enhanced reputation
in the professional community.
One important change lies in the profile
of the student body. Applications for the
current first-year class increased 46% over
the preceding year. With increased c;ompetition for available seats, this class also
showed a marked improyement in admissions criteria. The average LSA T score for
· entering students was 37, up two points
from last year's 35. As a group, these students placed in the top 20% of LSAT examinees. The average GPA for entering
first-years also showed a modest gain (from
3.20 to 3.21 ). "The student body is getting
stronger," says Dean Minan, adding that
this trend should help recruiting efforts to
attract highly-qualified candidates and
increase the stature of the law school .in
terms of prospective employers.
Along similar lines, another trend at the .
School of Law is the increasing number of
law firms and other employers that come
to USO to recruit law students. To date,
there are 135 employers signed up for
campus interviews, and many of these firms
arranged for their own USO alumni to
conduct t~ interviews. As recently as
1983, only 42 employers came to USO to
interview. Moreover, many prospective
employers are not interviewing over two
days and are seeing three times the number
of students; Firms are also coming to USO
from major U.S. cities and parts of California that bef9re had not shown such interest
in USO, It is evident, says Dean Minan,
that "recruiters see USO as a promising
source of aspiring attorneys."
There has also been a dramatic increase
in the fund-raising success of the Law
School. Alumni have shown a much stronger
commitment in recent years. In 1980, for
example, roughly $6,000 was contributed
by only 70 alumni. In 1986, however, contributions had increased ten-fold to $60,000
and the number of alumni contributors had
risen to 545. This growth in alumni support is an additional statement of the value
of a USO education, as evidenced by former students themselves. But the School
of Law has also attracted substantial funds
through other sources. The Law Center, a
USO organization of community out-reach
legal programs, has raised more than $1
million to support its activities.
Other more noticeable improvements
to the Law School lie in the changes to the
physical envifonmnet. Most obvious is the
$6.2 ·million expansion of the Law Library, slated for completion in 1990. Less
recently, the second floor classrooms of
More Hall were remodelled with improved
seating and lighting, and the Fletcher lecture halls were added. Yet despite these
improvements, Dean Mirian observes that
significant improvements are still needed
to enhance the teaching facilities. The
classrooms could use · air-conditioning;
several need improved lighting sources
and seating arrangements. Others are too
noisy due to the adjacent parking lot. But
plans are underway for improved design
considerations, and Dean Minan notes these
physical needs will be addressed. He adds
that the issue of parking availability also
needs to be addressed and that parking
garage facilities are inevitable.
Another significant change at USO lies
in the continued improvement of the educational programs offered students. One
such program is Lawyering Skills I. Introduced at USO in the late l 970's as a means
of teaching students the basics of legal
research and writing, the program was
originally taught by professors borrowed
from their traditional subject areas. Many
of these professors were more interested in
the results, rather than the means, of legal

research and therefore took a less than
enthusiastic approach to teaching Lawyering Skills I. Today at USO, however, this
program has undergone a "dramatic
change," according to Dean Minan. "There
was a feeling that specialization would be
the most effective way of teaching our students." To achieve that goal, the School
of Law developed a comprehensive course
·in legal research and writing, staffed with
a director and five instructors. Dean Minan .calls the results "a remarkable suecess."
Another program at USO Law School
that has been upgraded is the clinical education program. In the. past, clinical faculty were drawn from private practice and
offered teaching contracts ranging from
one to seven years, dependirig upon the
availability of fu£lding.· Faculty would
then return to private practice. Now, according to Dean Minari, "clinical faculty
are given the opportunity to become tenured." In this way, they are no longer
viewed as second-class instructors due to
their short-term status, but have the full
support of the Law School.

Photo

by Robert Swain

Associate Dean John Minan
The graduate law programs at USO
have also been enhanced over the years.
The Master of Comparative Law (M.C.L.)
program, which offers foreign law students a one-year graduate degree in U.S.
law, has become increasingly competitive
and now attracts highly qualified students
whose TOEFL scores are among the high.:
est in the nation. These students come
from countries around the world and provide a rich cultural diversity to the University.
Taken as a whole, these changes
bear evidence of a promising trend at USO
Law School. The dramatic improvements
in admissions criteria, student body profile, employment opportunities for graduates, fund-raising campaigns, physical
facilities, and educational programs; all
indicate that USD is fast becoming a leader
in legal education. This trend is further
supported by the growing reputation and
prestige ·of the Law School as well as by
the efforts and accomplishments of its
dedicated faculty, students, and alumni.

1988 ABA Conference signals change for
Law Student Division student gov't
by Matthew Pribyl

participation in the work, responsibilities
The American Bar Asociation (ABA)
held its annual meeting in Toronto, Canand rewards of the legal profession, and 2)
ada on August 4-1 J, 1988, in conjunction
eliminate and refuse to condone these barwith the Canadian Bar Association. ·The
riers wherever and whenever they may exresults of the meeting could mean signifiist; "88-4," which proposed that the ABA
cant change for .the way student governrecommend to state and local bar associament is structured with respect to the Law
tions that they adopt a creed of professionStudent Division of the ABA organization
alism and that a proposed draft be distributed to such associations for their guidance
as well as the National Student Bar Association (NSBA).in implementing this recommendation; "88- .
7," which amends the LSD's by-laws to
The Law Student Division (LSD) of the
include as one of its stated goals the proABA is just one of 30 sections and divisions attending under the umbrella of the
motion of full and equal participation for
ABA, and any law student attending an
minorities and women in legal education
ABA-approved law school is entitled to
and . the profession; "88-8," which probecome a member of LSD by paying anposed that the LSD designate one week
during the academic year as "Law Stunual membership dues.
The stated purposes of LSD are: 1) to
dents for the Homeless Week," and enfurther academic excellence through pare
courages each law school to participate in
ticipation by law students in the effortd of . activities to aid the homeless; "88-13,"
which proposed that the LSD urge the
the organized bar in the formation and revision of sta:ndards of legal education, 2)
ABA to research the causes for continuing
to achieve awareness and promote the
dramatic increases in law school tuition
involvement of law students in the soluand develop and ·distribute recommendations of problems which confront today's
tions on minimizing tuition increases; and
"88-118," which proposed that the ABA:
changing society, 3) to become involved
with and particpate fully in the direction
I) recognize and support the professional
obligation of all attorneys to devote areaand aims of the organized bar, 4) to ensonable amoµnt of time, but in no event
courage SBA participation in the prograrrims
and activities of the Division, 5) to provide
less than 50 hours per· year, to pro ho no and
an opportunity for studebnts to participate
other public service activities that serve
in programs which would prepare the law
those in need or improve the law, the legal
student to develop efficient and effective
system or the legal profession, 2) urges all
methds of delivering legal services, 6) to
law firms and corporate employers to propromote the development of leadership
mote and support the involvement of their
programs and activities and 7) to promote
employees in such activities, and 3) urges
all law schools to adopt a policy under
professional responsibility.
which the law school would request any
During the meeting, the LSD had 18
separate resolutions before it to consider.
law firm wishing to recruit on-campus to
Easily the most controversial of the resoprovide a written statement of its policy, if
lutions was "88-12" which proposed that . any, supporting the involvement of its atthe LSD amend its current by-laws to
torneys in public service and pro hono activities, and that law firms not be allowed
include the office of a Vice Chairperson/
_SBA for the first time.
to recruit on-campus unless such a stateIt is important to note that the
ment is filed with the law school.
LSD section of the ABA is a distinct and
The obvious drawback to most of these
separate. entity from the NSBA. In the
resolutions is that there is no real force or
past, Student Bar Associations felt they
power behind the words to effect the prohad very little, if any voice in the affairs of
posed changes. This was the concern voiced
the LSD, though their functions and goals
by many of those in attendance at the
were and are almost identical. Then, in
meeting, recognizing, though, that the goals
1985, the Board of Governors of the LSD/
of the resolutions were for the most part
very desirable. The problem of impact and
ABA passed a resolution on the full asinfluence of the LSD as a body is one that
sembly floor giving the NSBA a seat on
needs to be addressed directly in future
the Board of Governors. The proposal
("88-12") to include a new office in the
years.
The LSD meetings also included anLSD executive committee represented a
nouncement of the results of the LSD.:
further step toward bringing the two student organizations together to work on
sponsored newspaper contest which recogbehalf of all law students collectively.
nizes outstanding journalistic effort on the
However, many of the ABA reppart of law school newspapers in different
resentatives and SBA presidents opposed
categories. Our own Motions carried away
the resolution because they felt it would
four awards this past year in the areas of:
Overall Reporting - Second Place; Feature
mean a further "erosion" of the NSBA's
independent power and corresponding
Article on Law in the Community - Fi rst
increase in the LSD's influence over the
Place; Written Editorial on Broader AsNSBA and its members. Nevertheless, the
pects of the Law - Second Place; and Ediresolution was passed. The LSD/ABA
torial Cartoon on Broader Aspects of the
will now include the new office of Vice
Law - Third Place.
Chairperson/SBA. This move by the LSD
The ABA lawyer's division held its
may mean that in future years we will see
meeting concurrent with the LSD meeting,
more of the NSBA being "swallowed" by
and offered seminars ranging from tort
the LSD/ABA, and consequently a rereform to estate planning, and from litigastructuring of legal student government at
tion . workshops to alternative dispute
both a local and national level.
resolution demonstrations and programs.
Other selected resolutions which were
The lawyer's division was also host to many
considered and passed included: "88-3,"
distinguished guest speakers in the legal
which proposed that -the ABA: I) recogand political field including Bernard Kalb, ·
nize that persistence of both overt and
Former Assistant Secretary of State for
subtle barriers denies women the opportuPublic Affairs, and William Webster, U.S.
nity to achieve full integration and equal
Central Intelligence Director.

Student.loan fraud charged against LA students

Eight Los Angeles area residents face
felony charges, of grand theft, forgery and
conspiracy stemming from attempts to bilk
local banks and the state's student loan
program qf some $125,000.
Charges against the eight stem from an
investigation by the California Student Aid
Commission in cooperation with the Los
Angeles County District Attorney 's office
and the United StatesDepartment of Education's Office of the. Inspector General.

counts he '- had opened. Stem is also
Working on a tip from a local bank,
charged with conspiracy and with forging
Student Aid Commission investigators
the signature on loan documents of a finangathered evidence to support 29 felony
cial aid official from the University of
charges against James H. Stem and preSound Arts, a trade school in Hollywood.
vented him from collecting on 38 frauduT'he Student Aid Commission adminilent student loan applications. The scheme
allegedly involved ineligible student loan · sters the state's student loan program and
annually receives 300 to 400 individual or
applications, including two filed by Stem
institutional criminal cases. About onein his own name and others filed by emfourth of the 800 colleges and other
ployees of vocational schools, which Sterri
postsecondary schools involved inthe proprocessed and then placed in bank acgram are routinely audited each year.
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"L.A. Law" affects admission
by Jamie Sternberg

Law school applications are up 18 percent this year according to the Law School
Admissions Council, breaking a trend of
declining applications_since 1981. Explanations for the surge of interest in law
school abound. Theories attribute it to the
October 19 stock market crash, the IranContra scandal and to the hit television
program, "L.A. Law."
. As recently as 1986 the forecast was
that "law school enrollment and applications [would] probably continue dropping
until 1992 or 1993," according to Henry
L. Stephens Jr., dean of the Chase College
of Law at Northern Kentucky University.
The soothsayers of law school admissions
claimed that the decline was due to the
decrease in the population of 22-year-olds
who make up the bulk of applicants, the
rising cost of tuition and the perception of
a lawyer gl,ut. -As .recently as 1986, Leland
Miles, president of the University of Bridgeport School of Law, .said, "we don ' t
use the word 'admission' around here
anymore ... now we talk about 'recruiting"'. Also contributing to the decline
was the negative imag@of attorneys. Benno
C. Schmidt Jr., president of Yale Law
School philosophized, "The legal profession is increasingly identified in the minds
of the public and potential students with
self-interest rather than public interest.
Collective practice has replaced personal
contact with clients and partners and there
is a lack of intellectual camaraderie. The
word is trickling down that law school is
not as much fun .'. '
Over the past year, the population of
22-year olds has remained fairly constant.
If anything, tuition has increased. So what
has caused the surge of interest?
Several theories regarding the increase
revolve around the idea that law has en- .
joyed an increase in visibility due to the
Iran-Contra scandal and the Supreme Court
Nomination Hearings. This increased
visibility supposedly caused _a desire for
many to be involved in the legal profession. Additionally, the October 19, 1987,
stock market crash and subsequent market
instability supposedly caused many potential MBA candidates to reconsider and

choose law school. Law and l\jBA programs seem to attract the same type of
student, one who is interested in a professional degree and financial reward. So
when there is economic instability, some
soothsayers think more students choose law
school over MBA programs.
Possibly the changing interest inthe legal profession is due to the changing image
of attorneys. As silly as it may seem, the
popular television program, "L.A. Law,"
may have been a major factor in the renewed interest. "L.A. Law shows the profession as a glamorous, interesting and financially rewarding. Every week millions
of Americans tune into the program in which
attorneys are pursuing interesting cases and
are be-ing paid quite well for it.
In one episode, an attorney, newly graduated from law school, started at a yearly
salary of over $60,000. Lawyers in the
show are rarely shown doing paperwork;
they're usually arguing interesting or landmark cases in court. Given the aura that
"L.A. _· Law" has cast on the legal field, ·
many viewers may have considered a career
in law, in a new and lucrative light, thus
leading to the 18 percent increase in applications.
But are the theories supported by facts?
First, let us consider the law school _
application process. Typically a person
knows at least a year in advance that he
would like to apply to law school. That
much time is necessary due' to the application deadlines. For entering law school
classes of 1988 almost -every school required application by February 1, 1988.
Also required at that time is data from
LSAT (Law School Admissions Testing)
containing information on college grades
and the applicant's LSAT test scores._ In
order to have this data, LSAT requires
applicants to sign up for a testing date no
later than October preceding the admis•
sions year. So, in order to apply for this
year's class the applicant must have made ·
his decision regarding law school before
November 1987.
The stock market crash, . the Supreme
Court nomination ·hearings and the IranContra Scandal occurred too late to sway
the minds of most potential applicants for

The Cast of "L.A. Law": (front) Harry
this year's class. Additionally, the numHamlin, Corbin Bernsen; (second row)
ber of people who took the Law School
Admissions Test was up for the three
Jt11 Eikenberry, Michael _Tucker, Michele
earlier testing periods in 1987 _.Green; Susan Ruttan; (third row) Alan
So, whatever caused_the renewed inRachins, Jimmy Smits , Richard Dysart.
terest in law must have occurred between
Photo cour:tesy of KNSD-TV.
Fall 1986 and Fall 1987. In the fall of
the premier of the extremely popular tele· 1986, "L.A. Law" premiered. It was an
vision
program. It may prove interesting
instant hit and has consistently ranked in
to compare the number of applicants rethe top 10 television programs.
mains high for as long as the ratings remain
In the week of May 2-9, 1988, the prohigh, it would continue to provide strong
gram was ranked 6th nationally with an
evidence
for the "L.A. Law" theory.
audience of 17 .9 million households. Ate
though very often more than one person
per household watches the same program, ,
Weekly
let's take a very conservative estimate of
an audience of 18 million people. The
SUNDAY MASS
change in ,l_aw school applications is a
for
matter of approximately 11,000 people.
Law students
If the entire change was attributed to the
Graduate students
program, i would amount to six out of
l 0,000 viewers being interested enough
tin law to apply to law school. While 18
percent increase in law school applications may not be readily attributable to
"L.A. Law,'_'jt's not unrealistic to attrib7:00 p.m.
ute "L.A. Law" as awakening interest in
·.-.
r
six out of 10,000 viewers.
Fletcher Hall
"L.A. Law" caused an increase in
visibility and a glamorous and positive
(Ground Floor - Law School)
image for the legal profession. The timing of the renewed interest coincides with

De La Torre, new prof brings zest for learning-to law school
by Matthew M. Pribyl
No; Larry Brown is not _the new University of San Diego basketball coach (rumors,
anyone?) But USO School of Law i"s now the home of Professor Phillip D~ La Torre, who
has been a professor at the University of Kansas Law School since 1980 before coming to ,
USO this fall.
Professor De La Torre comes to USO via the University of Kansas, where he received
his bachelor's degree in 1975, and Harvard University, where he received his J.D. in 1978.
After completing his legal education, he returned to Kansas, his native state, to work for
a large Kansas City law fi rm mainly practicing litigation. However, in 1980 he accepted
an offer to teach at K.u. Law School and returned to Lawrence (only a hop and a skip from
Kansas City)-to begin his teaching career.
Being a self-described-small town person and wanting to raise his
family (which now includes a wife and two boys) in a smaller town, De
La Torre found the atmosphere in Lawrence much to his liking. Yet he
still refers to Kansas City as a beautiful place. While at K.U., De La Torre
taught courses in trusts and estates, real property, and his specialty, oil &
\
gas law. He has taught these courses at the University of Texas,
Austin, as a visiting professor in 1985-86, and at the University of
Colorado, Boulder, during the summer of 1987. In the past
eight years he has also published numerous articles
around the country on the subjed of oil &
\
_o;
\ ~
gas law, and has other projects currently
"in the works."
j
It is easy to understand why De La
Professor
~
Torre has been so successful in his teachPhillip
De
La.
Torre
ing career to date. He is completely unassuming and is an extremely approachable
and personable man. His boyish looks
nia is an oil and gas producing and exportstudent brainstorms an issue.
even make him seem more like a student
ing state; as are many of the Midwestern
The
more
difficult
and
challenging
the
than a professor. But, make no mistake,
and Southern states. But he feels that
material is to presentto the students (organDe La Torre is a teacher at heart.
interest in this area will increase in the
He says that he enjoys all aspects of izational, conceptually), the more the proyears
to come, particularly since indusfessor enjoys the opportunity. This is one of
being a law professor: the research, the
tries
so
vital to the developed nations have
the
main
reasons
he
enjoys
teaching
oil
&
writing and especially the opportunity to
a
strong
dependency on such resources.
gas
law,
a
subject
which
he
considers
one
of
interact with the students, to make diffiAccordingly, there will be a need to exthe toughest, but one of the most interesting
cult ideas and concepts understandable
plore and define the parameter of this
and accessible to a widely diverse group of areas in the legal field today.
complex
field of l<Jw .
·
/
One
thing
that
mystified
De
La
Torre
people." He also enjoys learning from the
De
La
Torre's
passion
for
teaching
when
he
first
came
to
California
was
that
oil
students through their questions and ideas,
and studying the law was sparked, in great
& gas law was not a more popular subject in
particularly their "SOCRATIC experipart, by two of his first-year instructors at
the law schools here, considering Califorences," a term he uses in class whenever a

.

\.

Harvard. Though he describes their teaching styles, methods and attitudes as very
divergent, he recognized a common thread
between them. "It was their enthusiasm
for the stude_nts and desire to impart knowledge," he says, not only about the law but
about how to think about and analyze the
law impressed him immensely. "I think
back to those classes when I'm teaching
my own, at times, and the thoughts inspire
m e ."
It is De La Torre's enthusiasm for the
learning process in legal education and his
desire to try to improve it is the genesis of
his ideas for reform of the licensing system
for attorneys in this country. He sees the
ideal role of law school as one where "the
students are taught more theory and more
emphasis is placed on critiGal analyzation
and thinking skills."
De La Torre believes it would be advantageous to have a mandatory two-year intern (somewhat like the medical profession) after the three years oflaw school and
·successful completion of the bar. -Here the
young lawyer could work with more experienced attorneys in the practical world of
law. He believes this would be beneficial
in two different respects, "The quality of
the practical aspect oflaw would be greatly
enhanced since the young lawyer could
work under the tutelage of an experienced
and practically knowledgeable lawyer, and
this system would represent a direct -and
effective response to the public criticism
that law schools do not teach enough ' practical law. " ' He adds, "It would leave law
schools free to teach more principles of
-law and analysis." De La Torre does not

(Continued on page 10.)
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uge or Medium Inconvenience, library expansion continues

ease the swelling in my ankle from a week
I realized that this year's second- year and . and U.S.C. maintains 259,100. Perhaps
the expansion of the USD law library will
ago when I tried to step around the obstacle
third-year·classes would not be around to
increase the legal prestige of the law school.
As 1 drove into the law sch'ool parking
course ropes and twisted my foot in a potcatch any of these great benefits. There's
With more than $2.2 million raised so far
lot this morning, I glanced viciously at the
hole.
the rub, I thought as my ankle throbbed
and an ultimate goal of $6 million, the law
structure to my left. I felt this monstrously
·Due to the library's enlargement, the
slightly.
school has somewhat of a long road ahead
staff would be able to arr3:n:ge the callee- I presented this dilemma to ." Carter.
noisy, . inconvenient construction glaring
at me like a personal enemy; O.K., I noted,
tions in a more usable fashion:and:that the : Should the students be compensated in
of it to reach ·its goal. ·:
· As I walked outside into the heat of the
the steel structures have gone up so all that
law books stored in Guadalupe Hall and
some way for the noise, the parking probafternoon sun and the buildings' construcnoise and dirt is starting to clear, and I had
Copl·e y Library would have·. space in the
!ems, the daily obstacle courses? Carter
tion looming over me, I scraped my soul
to admit under my breath, that the steel · law library. In addition, to the pbysical enstated that she empathized with the stualong the gravel ground. This is a Huge Inframes did make the Huge Inconvenience
largement of the library, a new system of . dents: difficulties and added that the comconvenience, but, perhaps Carter is correct
look like some sort of a building. But, so
shelving will be added in half of the 'lower .. pensation we would receive would be in
that law students will have to consider the
what, I added vehemently as I swung my
level.
·
· ·~-.... ~tJ:ie form of long-term rather than shortlong-run benefits.
car around for the umpteenth time, Ii .e a •
This "compact shelying" will be put on
term b'enefits, I raised an eyebrow-1.ong· It's obvious that the addition to the lipanther seeking to pounce on one tiny spot,
tracks which can move easi1y. The shelves
term benefits? Yes, she added the law
brary will have a significant impact on the
school is -sending a message to the legal
one unnoticed space in which to park my . can be stored closely together, tbereby per"
prestige of the law school. Consider the
wheels. As my car circled the dusty ground
mitting a greater number of books to be
commuriity·tfiat USD is a growing, ambilong-term benefits, I thought silently as I
in and around the obstacle course, I shook ; shelved than is now presently · po~sible. I
tious law school, and that iQ the end, our
glared at the Inconvenience; I glanced
my fist at the insidious structure. When
nodded my approval. Huge Inconvenlaw ,degrees ~ill be. tl)at n'luch more. valuaround as more panthers on wheels desperwill this Huge Inconvenience and why did .ience sounded more fav9rable to me than it able' clueJo this present expansion.
'
I have to be a witness to it?
had earlier that morni.i:ig .on the . obstacle ,: · . As an 'aside, she offerec,l, that the. library
ately sought a tiny space in the tiny' lot.
Well, it's quite an adjustment to accept
These questions, as well as many other
course. ·Br:eat, I thought: but when is the
would be posting notifications, entitled
the long term instead of.t.tie short term, and
frustrated commentaries, swarmed in my
constiudicmgoing to b,e finish<rd? Phase I . Sii·ict Construction, around the campus
lhad difficulty admitting·'it, but Carter was
mind as I headed fo~ my interview with
of the buildfog will be finisheo in June
which will discuss the development of the
probably correct in her assessment of the
W89~· ·
··
library as it occurs. She also informed me
Nancy Carter, the Director of the Law
situation. The law students will have to acLibrary . . As I entered. her office, I won·. Phase I, I. gulped, you · mean there's
that the parking spaces have actually been
ceptthe Huge Inconvenience because, firstly,
dered inwatdly whether she understood
more. Phase II wilf commence at closure
increased, not decreased, by roughly IO
we have no choice in the matter, and sec- the full extent of the Huge Inconvenience
of Phase I (logically, ~hat seemed to make
slots. About 140 spaces were deleted in
ondly, the future benefits will undoubtedly
and as I seated myself a.cross- her desk, I
sense). In this second phase, the present
the law school lot, but 150 spaces were
overshadow the present obstacles. I glanced
eyed her cautiously. After all, I mused,
library, as we know it, will be gutted and
added at other points on campus. I felt
once again at the Huge Inconvenience and
only students are forced to park I 0 minutes
completely renovated.. Air conditioning
unappeased. Maybe more spots have been
thought to myself it might just be shrinking
away from their classrooms .and lug hefty
will be added as well as two classrooms
opened, but how far away are these slots?
in size to a Medium Inconvenience.
books on their shoulders., She smiled at
and a complete restructuring of the IiI did not enter law school to builg my back
me amicably burl remained unconvinced
brary's entrance and the first floor. A
muscles and my physicalendurance (well,
of her true ·empathy with my morning's
foyer will open onto two classrooms, and
not in the sense of lugging around law
plight. I must admit; however, that as I
beyond this entrance, double glass doors
books, at any rate).
began to ask her questions about the Huge
will open onto the actual library. Five con- .
As my discontent churned inside, CarInconvenience I was impressed at the poference rooms will be built as well as a
ter contributed another pertinent fact. The
ten'tial promise of the undertaking.
. typing and a computer lab.
USD law library ·has··aquired just over
Carter explained that the initial part of
Although Carter was certain that there
250,000 volumes while some of its major
the construction is presently underway and
would be a computer lab, she remained uncompetitors boast more than this figure.
certain whether there would actually be
According to 1987 statistics, Loyola in
she added, to my own surprise, that the
building is being constructed on schedule.
additional computers to operate when the
Los Angeles possesses 300,000 volumes;
Phase I, now in progress, consists of the adlab opened.
.. UCLA, 400,000; Stanford counts 365,000
di ti on of a five level structure in which half
Additionally, the reference service
the lower level will be used for library
centers will be more accessible and the
space .. The other half of the lower level
faculty offices on the third floor will be
will consist of ;>pace for law centers and the
remodeled. During both phases, the buildtop levels of the building will be utilized
ings will be cabled for computer use in
solely for the library. In this upper half of
order to respond to the new technological
the building, one section will be devoted to
demands in th~ legal field. The study
a quiet study mezzanine with study carrels.
carrels themselves will be equipped for
In aqdition, a California research area will
computers.
be created on the first floor in order to
There was only one problem. The
entire construction era- first Phase I and
facilitate the accessibility of California
materials which are used regularly. Nice,
then Phase II-will not be completed until
I thought to myself, but that still did not
June 1990. This did present a dilemma as
by Carole Blum

Nader -O'Connell debate
(Continued from page 1.)

taining the right to sue later for damages in
to our present tort system which is too
the case of serious and pennanent injuries,
"cumbersori and wildly unproductive" for
and specified crimes, is worth the trade-off
normal motorist ac.cidents. "Ours is a system
of not having tort and non-economic damage
which ~equires the parties to file claims
recoveries.
against each other to prove who was at ·
"A person does not need duplication
fault, the winner to be paid for their nonof coverage, but, rather, coverage for their
economic loss of pain and suffering,"
injuries;" according to O'Connell. An inO'Connell said. "[This is] a system that
jured party would first .use their workmakes it hard for the injure dparty to get
man's compensation insurance, vacation
paid and one in which they receive less
or sick pay benefits and other related insur-.
when they get paid after fault has been
ance coverages to compensate for the damproven. And it must be hard work to prove,
ages before suing to recover for their seri- ·
otherwise, why should lawyers charge so
ous injuries.
much?"
Michigan, New Jersey and Florida are
_ He feels that trying to quantify pain and
excellent examples of states using no-fault
suffering into monetary values only adds
to correct their "wild and unmanageable.
to cumbersomeness of the tort system.
tort system" in regards to motorist insurWhat results is the parties' lawyers squabance. Prop. 104 preserves the insurance
bling over the matter, leaving the injured
regulation in its current form and, instead,
party not knowing if, when or how many
seeks to reform the tort system, the focal
years later that they might be paid. O 'Conunderlying problem of the present system
nell suggests that the key to successful
in O'Connell's view.
insurance reform is not rigid regulations
Prop. 104 should.be supported, O'Conbut rather a good no-fault system.
nell said, because it is a well-written no"Prop. I 04 is a superb no-fault law as
fault initiative and it provides a better
compared to others across the country. If I
source of consumer protection than our
were a Californian, I would take this nopresent litigious tort process. O 'Connell is
fault initiative and run with it before it gets
against Prop. 103 because it he feels it is
taken off the table," he said.
too one-sided, seeking to overregulate the
O'Connell said that a system that would
insurance companies to force lower premisettle 90% of claims within a very short
ums. On the other hand, 0 'Connell is against
time and provides $30,000 in essential
the insurance-backed Prop. 106 that limits
benefits is worth elimination of almost all
contingency fees. He said this proposition
tort suits. Although Prop. 104 provides
goes too far the other way, seeking to
only for economic losses, he argues that
provide lower premiums by overregulatthe quicker settlement time, and still re-

- (Continued on page 10.)
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.Expert Bar Review Where You Want It··.
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OverlOO ~Centers Nationwide·Offering
Proven Prep@ration For The Bar Exams Of:
·California
Colorado
Connecticut·
· · · Dist. of Columbia

STANllYH. ·

Florida
Massachusetts NevtMexico · Texas Illinois · ·Michigan .
.New Yori<
Vermont
•.Maine
New Hampshire Pennsylvania . Virginia
. Maryland · New Jersey
Rhode Island

.

KAPIAN-SMH

BAR REVIEW SERVICES·.

·. Se.eyour Campus Rep, or call:
David.Bigelow 277-6744.

(800) 223·1782 . (800) 343~9188
. © 1987 Kaplan - SMH
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The U.S.D. Appellate Moot Court Board
Alumni Tort Competition final round was
held Friday evening, September 9,in the
Grace Courtroom i~ More Hall. The final
round was the culmination of the competition which included a I 5-page written brief
and two preliminary rounds of oral argu- ments. The preliminary rounds were held
on September 7-8 at.the San Diego County
Municipal Courthouse.
Blaine Bowman, a third-year student,
came in first place and was awarded a free
Barpassers review couse. Second-year
student, Mark LoBello, took second place
as well as Best Appellant Brief honors.
Jeff LaFave and Mark Kulla finished third
and fourth respectively. In addition, Kulla
won Best Respondent Brief. Terry Arcidiacono took honors as Best Oralist of the
competition.
The topic was timely as it dealt with
California Highway Patrol liability for tortious acts committed by its e"mployees,
similar to the recent Peyer case Future problems should be just as interesting, as the 1988-89 Moot Court Board
will present four more competition~ ~his
school year. Competitions are open to all
second-, third- and fourth-year law students. The Board will also present the
I 989 Winters Competition, which is for
first-year students.
The next competition is the Honorable
Jack R. Levitt Law and Motion Competi-

tioil. Problems will be available on September I 5. The brief is due on September
22 with oral arguments taking place September 28-30.
The Jessup International Law Competition, a two-person team competition ·is
slated for November 9-1 L Competitors

ice is cut off.
The Center served its testimony on the
Last May, three interns of USD's Cenutility on April 25, and was the only ratepayer
ter for Public Interest Law opposed San
group to formally oppose this -particular
DiegoGas&ElectricCompany's(SDG&E)
charge. Less than 48 hours later, SDG&E
proposed "reconnect fee''; and succeeded
announced it was withdrawing:its proposal
in influencing the utility to withdraw its
· to charge the "reconnect fee;"
proposal.
This successful participation by CPIL
CPIL interns Bob Venberg, Steve Lindinterns in state regulatory proceedings is
sl~y and Linda Tice intervened in SDG&E 's
illustrative of the opportunities open to
ongoing rate proceeding before the state
USD. students who join the Center for
Public Utilities Commission: 'and prepared
Public Interest Law during their second
testimony in opposition to the utility's proyear of law school. Center students take a
posal to charge ratepayers its usual monthly
course entitled "California Administraservice charge during the months in which
tive Law & Practice" taught by Professor
service is temporarily disconnected.
Fellmeth, and are assigned to monitor two
The USD students contended that the
of over sixty state administrative agencies
proposed charge would disproportionately
which regulate business, trades and proand · unfairly impact upon students, milifessions. Center interns attend agency
tary personnel and low-income ratepayers
meetings, and submit articles on agency
whose service is involuntarily cut off due
activities which are published iri the Cento inability to pay utility bills. Venberg
ter's quarterly journal, the California Regusubmitted expert testimony from CPIL Dilatory Law Reporter.
rector Professor Robert C. Fellmeth;-Tice
The Center is located in Room 205 of
prepared testimony from students and .
Guadalupe Hall (next poor to the law school).
military personnel who occasionally leave
the area and seek to temporarily disconnect their service for safety reasons; and
Motions
Lindsley interviewed.a Legal Aid attorney
Next issue
Oct..27
whose clients are currently unable to pay
Story/Letter to
high utility bills, much less an added surEditor Deadline
Oct. 19
charge for months during which their servAd Deadline
Oct. 19
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e Hall group sponsors student forum
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Runner-up Mark loBello (r) congratulates. Alumni Tort winner Blaine Bowman.

by Julie D'Angelo

The More Hall Public Interest Law Foundation (MHPILF) is an organization dedicated to creating internship opportunities
for students interested in public interest
law. Its primary function is to raise money
from students, faculty and the community
to fund summer internships. On September 28 the More Hall PILFwill sponsor a
forum where, a panel of students who have
worked within the public interest field will
relate their experiences. The time and
place of the forum will be announced a few
da~ beforehand.
, Last spring, MHPILF ran its first fundraising drive. The results were tremendous for a first effort, placing USD among
the ranks of successful law school PILF' s
around the country. The $12,000 pledged
.should be enough to fund four inte~nshi ps

'
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SOG&E bows t_
o CPIL' i'nterns
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in the summer of 1989. The next step to-.
wards this goal will be the fulfillment of
these pledges. Those who pledged should
have been contacted by this time. All contributions are tax deductible, and may be
mailed directly to the More Hall PILF at
USDLaw School. Contributions of$ 15 or
more qualify one as a member.
All members will be asked to indic"lite
which public interest field they would like
to see their money applied. The directors
of MHPILF will take these indications as
advisory. Students interested In obtaining
a grant will apply in the spring after finding a position and defining their project.
Given the degree of student initiative i nherent in the process, absolute matching
may not be possible. However, ·a member's preferences will play an important
role in the awarding of grant money.

may pick up the Jessup problem on October 17 and tum in written briefs by October
31.

The first spring competition will be the
Saint Thomas More Constitutional Law
Competition, a two-person team competition. Questions will be ready January 12
and ·briefs should be tumyd in by January

26. Dral arguments are scheduled for February I, 2 and 3.
·
The Donald F. Wright Criminal Law
Competition will be the final competition
of the year. The problem will be available
March·2, with briefs due March 9. Oral
arguments will take place on March 15-17.
The 1988-89 Appellate Moot Court Board, Officers: Laura Jackson, Chair; Elise
Paul Kindelan, Vice-Chair{foumament Director and Lauri Ferguson, Treasurer{fournament Coordinator.
National Team members consist of
Donna Lumia, Karen Peckham and Vickie
Pochelle. ·Jeff Doggett, Margaret Hendrick, Keith Kubik, Mike Still and Dorian
White are all tournament coordinators.
. Board Secretary is Brigid Ann Bennett.
The Board considered the Alumni Tort
CompetitiOn a success and gave thanks to
all competitors, judges, bailiff/timekeepers and spectators.
While the ~ractical · ~xperience of writing appellate briefs and presenting oq1l
arguments is invaluable in learning the art
of advocacy, the board enthusiastically
encourages students to enter and compete
_in the various Moot Court competitions.
These tournaments enable students to utilize their full knowledge in presenting persuasive argument before a panel of judges
composed of attorneys. Competing is fun,
rewarding and incredible learning experience.
-Mike Still

Law/MCL Soccer Club meets Sundays
A new intramural sport for law students has arrived on cainpus. It's fast. It's invigorating. And it's fun.
·
It's called Club Soccer.
Every Sunday afternoon at five o'clock, as many as a dozen students from the J.D. and
M.C.L. programs descend on the sports field, divide·themselves into two teams, and.run
for the glory.
Club SQCcer, as it's unofficially called, has now been alive for five weeks. It was
informally organized at the law school orientation barbecue back in August when a few
M.C.L. students from Germany got together with a J.D. student from America, and Club
Soccer was born. The first game was played the following Sunday on the sports field .
'Additional players are always welcome. Some of the regulars have a fair amount of ·
experience,.but all that's required is a desire to play soccer. . Club Soccer is a great way
to get exercise, run off stress, or just meet friends. If any law students are interested in
playing, it's easy to join. Just show up at the sports field on Sunday at five o'clock. And·
be prepared to run!

De La Torre, zesty prof

teaching community, he feels, may be the
' place where most changes in our system
start.
believe this idea will be forthcoming -s()on,
"Academicians are in a good position
but believes legal education can and does
to advocate changes in the legal system
change ~o meet the needs of the 'Society in
because they do not have to deal with the
which it operates, so the time for this idea
practical client problems on a day-to-day
may not be too far off.
. basis. They may cominit more time and
Likewise, he believes that the law is in
effort to focus on problems with our legal
constant motion _and that there is always
syste~ on a deeper level." He feels that it
room for improvement. "The law is a
is not only an opportunity but a privilege to
human institution. The legal system in this
be able to critique the law with an eye
country has worked very well for a long · · toward clarification and reform and to make
time, but if must change when the needs of the system and its institutions as beneficial
society demand that it do so." The profesand effective as possible. That, he feels, is
sor sees improvements such as arbitration
the role of the true educator.
and mediation as just one positive step that
Our law school can only benefit from ·
om system is taking in response to an
having dedicated and insightful professors
overly burdened legal system. The legal
like Phillip De La Torre among the faculty.
Thanks, Kansas! ·

· (Continued from page 7)

Nader-O'Connell

- (Conintued from page 8).

Pho lo by Peler Allen

No -fault proponent John O'Connell

ing attorneys' fees. · The less extensive
contingency fee limitation provided in P-rop.
104 is .supported by O'Connell.
Moderator Miller closed, pointing out,
"It is unfortunate that we are left with this
campaign-type process of deciding these
important issues," he said. "Perhaps i(
should be of more concern to us that our
governmental process has simply failed to
work in deciding these major issues or any
other .,major issues recently, forcing the
voters to respond through the initiative
process."
·
Transcripts of the debate may be ordered through the San Diego Law Review,
260-4600 x453 l.
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Multitude· of ·scholarships weigh as student ince·ntive.
by John Altomare

near some deadlines indicating thatthese
A fair number of essay contests exist for
were extrapolated from previous years'
the law student, and their respective prizes
rules: so, please confirm deadlines with
vary from $150-$5,000. If you have ever Assistant Dean Kelly Salt.
endeavored to look up essay competitions
Unfortunately, this listing is not exposted on the ·main bulletin board while a haustive and you must continue to fight for
hundred of your fellow students were atviewing space at the main bulletin board
tempti ng the same, you might find the list - for submission details (format requirements,
below handy.
application blanks, resume demands, .etc.
Unless stipulated otherwise, please note
in·addition to new notices. Se.veral profes. the following: papers must be unpublished
sors also announce specific essay competi-·
student works of singular authorship; comtioris not posted on the bulletin board. As
petition open to all lJSD law students at the
a-final note, be sure to.check with Assistant
very minimum of requirements; and, enDean Salt on further details concerning
tries are often reviewed for publication in . any of these.essay competitions ... Good
sponsor's journal. An asterisk(*) appears
luck!

Ladas Memorial Award, UST A
- . Trademark Law
Topic:
January-December 1989*
Deadline:
$1,000; 3-Vol. Treatise by Dr. Ladas
Prize:
·Already published articles aHowed; competition
Comments:
also open to "others interested in trademark law."
Intellectual Property, State Bar of California
Topic:
h;itelledual Property Protection
Deadline:
August 1, 1989*
Prize:
$500
13th Annual NELPI (National Energy Law and Policy Institute)
Topic:
Any legal subject related to energy
Deadline:
April I, 1989
Prize:
$300; $200 to winner's school
Comment:
.. Competition also open to 1988 law graduates
H. Thomas Austern Memorial Writing Competition,
The Food and Drug Institute
. Topic:
Food and Drug Law
Deadline:
June 17, 1989*
Prize:
$1 ,500 (1st), $1,000 (2nd), $500 (3rd)
Food and Drug La.w Institute
Food and-Drug Law
Topic:
a)Receive J.D. or LL.M. during 1989;
Eligibility:
b)Completed or currently enrolled in Admin. Law and/or
Food and Drug Law course;
c)Publishable-quality paper prepared under direction of
cou'se professor.
April 30, 1989*
Deadline :
$5,000; All expense-paid trip to lnstitute's
Prize:
Annual Education Confesence in Washington , D.C.

Pholo by.Roher! Swuin

Lost Faculties found: Pmfessor Terry Player shows winning form at bat while Corky
Wharton waits on third base, coached by Kevin Cole. The law school faculties' team,
" Lost faculties ," chalked up a 21-3 win on Friday, September f6 against a mercifully
unnamed first-year team. Dean Grant Morris, the winning pitcher extraordinaire: claims
he gave up no earned runs and the team made no errors but could not e·xplain how the other
· team made the three runs. Now that the team is not a rookie in the league, the faculty team
is "invincible" and means business, said Morris. The alternate selection for the team
name was "Joann's.Juggernauts," -sh9wing the teams' winning drive. (Juggernaut means
"terrible, irresistable force.")
·

Applications up_39°/o., ·nation _up 18o/o _
USD was able to be more selective than ever this ,year. Applications were up 39
percent this year compared to a nationwide average of 18 percent. There were 3,057
applications for the day division and 357 for the evening .. l'wo hµndred fifty-six students
·
enrolled in the day Class and eighty-five enr0lled ih the evening class.
Class M~dian
GPA
LSAT
Age- Day
Age - Evening

.19fil

~

3.21
37
26
37

~li!H C2mpQ~itiQn

Male
Female
Minorities

!:a~2gr11phii;; Di~tri!;iutiQn

Southern California
Northern California
West
East
Midwest
.South

Political Science
Psychology
Economics ,
History
Business Admin
Accounting

3.20
35
26
35

56%
44%
1.3%

' 51%
49%
9%

70%
5%
9%
7%
5%
4%

54%
14%
12%
. 10%
7%
3%

MQst Popul11r Undergraduate MajQrs

62

28

24
18
15
14

COCKTAILS

POOL

DARTS

. .onnel& ..
. Sports Lounge
1310.MORENA AT SEA WORLD
• "276-5637
PING PONG

GIANT TV

VIDEO GAMES

Inter-American Bar Assodati9n
T0pic:
Choo.se one of six stipulated areas
· Deadline:
..,April 1, 1989
.
Prizes:
, ·$800 (I st); $600 (2nd), $400 (3rd)
Comments:
Awards presented at Association's 27th Conference,
Cartagena, Colombia (tentative date May I, 1989)
Harold C. Schwab Memorial Essay Contest, ABA
Topic: ·
Family Law
Elig.ibility :_ - . - ___..... Second- and thirdc¥ear students ._
Deadline:
April 9, 1989* Prizes:
·$500 (I st), $250 (2nd), $150 (3rd)
American Agricultural Law Association
Topic:
Current Agricultural Law
Deadline:
June·30, 1989*!
Prizes:
$500 (I St), $250 (2nd)
The American Journal of Tax Policy
Topic: ·
Tax Policy
Deadline:
February I, 1989*
Prizes:
$50,0 (I st), $250 (2nd), $150 (3rd)
Seventh Annual International Student Schofarship Competition
' Topic:
Important cross cultural dues are often found in humor.
Compare humor in your country with humor as you find it
in America. Include examples of humorous situations re
suiting from cross cultural misunderstandings, either in
the U.S. or on your first visit back to your home country.
Eligibility:·
FuH"time foreign student
Deadline: ·
• December 1, 1988
$1,500 (1st), $1 ~oob (2nd), $500 (3rd),
Prizes:
$I 00 each (five honorable mentiOIJS
The following are poste~ in the La~ Revi_ew offices: Ple.ase see Brigid Bennett
further details.
·
at Law Review

for

Gerald Rose Competition, John Marshall Law School
American Patent Law (and American Intellectual
Topic: ·
Property Caw generally)
Deadline:
January 1, 1989
-Prize:
$1,000
Comments:
Unpublished papers and papers first published
in l 98S are eligible; ·A ward presented ;:it 33rd
Annual John Marshall Intellectual Properfy
Conference, Chicago, February 23-24, 1989
CPR Legal Program, Center for Public Resources, Inc..
Topic :
Alternative Dispute Resolution; Dispute
Prevention
Deadline:
·December 1, 1988
_
Prize:
$2,000 (1st), $1,000 (2nd), Honorable Mention
Second Annual Benjamin Franklin Awards, Commission on the
Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution and tl,!_e Na_tional Press Foundation
Topic:
Deadline:
Prizes:

U.S. Constitution, its impact on the
nation and its people
February 3, 1989
. Four awards presented at the Benjamin Franklin
Awards Ceremony, Washington, D.C>:, Spring
1988 (All expenses paid).
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.BAR/BRI NOW v. BAR/BRI LATER·
1991 C.L.S. 200, (1988)

Facts:

Most law students sign up for a bar review course early in their law school career.
California Bar/Bri offers the most experience (27 years of bar exam preparation), Is
the largest _full service bar review course in California, and acts as your study partner throughout law schooL

Issue:

Whether law students should sign up for th~ California Bar/Sri Bar Review Program before November 18, 1988?

Rule:

95010 of the law students taking the bar exam take

Holding:

YES! The benefits of California Bar/Bri services during law school make enrollment today a must!
_,,
·

Reasons:

When you enroll prior to November 18, 1988, your benefits include:

afull service oar review course

in preparation thereof. By signing up now (only a $100 deposit) you will save $200
and FREEZE the price at this year's level. Your initial. deposit entitles you to
California
Bar/Bri services with no further payment until you take the senior
.
.
review course.

• FREE use of California Bar/f3ri's acclaimed outlines for all bar

courses. You get better outlines and save the cost of separate commercial materials.
-

--

• FREE eprly bird lectures to help you study for midterms and finals.
• FREE Professional Responsibility (MPRE) preparation.
• FREE transferability to any one of 43 jurisdictions providing Bar/Bri
services.

• A full-time attqrney staff to assist you in developing an individual
and manageable-study plan for school.
• A savings of $200 off your frozen bar review course price.
·For further information, please contact any of.the California Bar/Bri campus representatives or call
one of the offices listed below.

1,

BAR REVIEW
LOS ANG ELES .
11801 West Olympic Bo ulevard
Los Angeles, California 90064
(213) 477-2542

SAN FRANCISCO
332 Gold ~ n Gate Av"enue
San Francisco. California 94102
(415) 441 -5600

SAN DIEGO
1407 First Avenue
San Diego, California 92101
(619) 236-0623

SAC RAM ENTO
(916) 441-0677

